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Abstract Real-life management decisions are usually made in uncertain
environments, and decision support systems that ignore this uncertainty are
unlikely to provide realistic guidance. We show that previous approaches fail
to provide appropriate support for reasoning about reliability under uncertainty. We propose a new framework that addresses this issue by allowing
logical dependencies between constraints. Reliability is then defined in terms
of key constraints called “events”, which are related to other constraints via
these dependencies. We illustrate our approach on three problems, contrast
it with existing frameworks, and discuss future developments.
Key words
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1 Introduction
Real-life management decisions are usually made in uncertain environments.
Random behavior such as the weather, lack of essential exact information
such as the future demand, incorrect data due to errors in measurement,
Send offprint requests to: Roberto Rossi
Correspondence to: Roberto Rossi, Cork Constraint Computation Centre, University College, 14 Washington St. West, Cork, Ireland., Tel. +353 (0)85 122 3582,
Fax. +353 (0)21 425 5424.
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and vague or incomplete definitions, exemplifies the theme of uncertainty
in such environments.
It is generally impossible for any set of decisions to satisfy all the constraints under all circumstances. For instance, consider a probabilistic singleitem distribution problem in which there are n independent suppliers with
their given probabilistic supply capacities, and m different customers with
known demands. It is realistic to assume that the deliveries are fixed in
advance, by consideration of the probabilistic supply capacities. The need
to fix the deliveries in advance has been at the heart of many problems such
as the buying of raw materials on markets with fluctuating prices [15]. Thus
the investigation of modeling approaches and solution algorithms is potentially important not only from a theoretical point of view, but also from the
perspective of practical applications. It is quite unrealistic to ask for a plan
that satisfies all demand and probabilistic supply constraints, irrespective
of the unfolding of uncertainties. In order to deal with the optimization
problems with stochastic/fuzzy factors, stochastic programming and fuzzy
programming have been greatly developed. The theory of stochastic programming has been summarized by several books such as Sengupta [24],
Vajda [27], Kall and Wallace [14] etc.
To address this and related situations, we propose that one should determine in advance a distribution plan that satisfies customer demands as far
as possible, under some measure that accurately captures the user’s notion
of reliability. To address this important class of problems, we take a novel
approach and develop a modeling framework that supports more reliable
decisions in uncertain environments, yet reduces the cognitive burden on
a decision-maker. Our Event-Driven Probabilistic Constraint Programming
(EDP-CP ) modeling framework allows users to designate certain probabilistic constraints (such as demand constraints) as events whose chance of
satisfaction must be maximized, subject to hard constraints (such as a lower
bound on profit), and also logical dependencies among constraints (such as
the dependency of demand constraints on the satisfaction of the probabilistic supply constraints). We shall show that the EDP-CP framework allows
more realistic modeling of some problems than previous approaches.
Stochastic Programming

Fuzzy Programming

Uncertain Programming

Expected
Value
Model

Chance
Constrained
Programming

Dependent
Chance
Programming

Fig. 1 Techniques for modeling decision problems under uncertainty
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Complex decision systems are usually multidimensional, multifaceted,
multifunctional and multicriteria, and include stochastic or fuzzy factors.
With the requirement of considering randomness, appropriate formulations
of stochastic programming have been developed to suit the different purposes of management (Fig. 1). The first method dealing with stochastic parameters in stochastic programming is the so-called expected value model [3],
which optimizes the expected objective functions subject to some expected
constraints. The second, chance-constrained programming, was pioneered by
Charnes and Cooper [5] as a means of handling uncertainty by specifying a
confidence level at which it is desired that the stochastic constraint holds.
Chance-constrained programming models can be converted into deterministic equivalents for some special cases, and then solved by some solution
methods of deterministic mathematical programming. However it is almost
impossible to do this for complex chance-constrained programming models. In order to overcome this dilemma, Liu and Iwamura [20] proposed
a stochastic simulation-based genetic algorithm for solving general chanceconstrained programming as well as chance-constrained multi-objective programming, and chance-constrained goal programming, in which the stochastic simulation is employed to check the feasibility of solutions and to handle
the objective functions. Sometimes a complex stochastic decision system
undertakes multiple tasks called events, and the decision-maker wishes to
maximize the chance functions which are defined as the probabilities of satisfying these events. In order to model this type of problem, Liu [18] provided
a theoretical framework of the third type of stochastic programming, called
dependent-chance programming. Dependent-chance multiobjective programming and dependent-chance goal programming have also been presented (for
a more detailed discussion see [19]).
Roughly speaking, dependent-chance programming is aimed at maximizing some chance functions of events in an uncertain environment. In
deterministic mathematical programming as well as expected value models
and chance-constrained programming, the feasible set is essentially assumed
to be deterministic after the real problem is modeled. That is, an optimal solution is always given regardless of whether is it can be performed
in practice. However the given solution may be impossible to perform if
the realization of uncertain parameters is unfavorable. Thus, the dependent
chance-programming model never assumes that the feasible set is deterministic. In fact, the feasible set of dependent chance-programming is described
by a so-called uncertain environment. Although a deterministic solution is
given by the dependent chance-programming model, this solution needs to
be performed as far as possible. This special feature of dependent chanceprogramming is very different from other existing stochastic programming
techniques. However, such problems do exist in the real world. Some real
and potential applications of dependent chance programming have been
presented by Liu and Ku [21], Liu [16, 17], Iwamura and Liu [20], and more
recently by Wu et al. [28]. In what follows we will see that the framework
we propose, EDP-CP, extends and improves Liu’s framework by providing
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to the user more expressiveness, in order to capture a more realistic and accurate measure of plan reliability, and an exact solution method in contrast
to Liu’s genetic algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we motivate
the work. We define the new modelling framework in Section 3 and show
how to compile any EDP-CP model into an equivalent constraint program
in Section 4. In Section 5 we survey a scenario reduction technique that
may be applied to keep the number of possible scenarios under control, references are given to other works adopting the same strategy to reduce the
number of scenarios considered. In Section 6 we illustrate the flexibility and
usefulness of our framework by studying three examples: probabilistic supply chain planning, scheduling, and production planning/capital budgeting.
In Section 7 we survey related work. Finally, in Section 8 we summarise our
work and discuss future directions.
2 Motivation
Our motivation for this work comes from an application in the supply chain
management area: more precisely, addressing supply and demand uncertainties. The main inherent difficulty in dealing with this class of probabilistic
problems is the fact that certain constraints (such as the ones imposing on
complete satisfaction of customer demands) may hinge on the satisfaction of
others (such as supply constraints). The problem is particularly interesting
when the latter constraints are exposed to uncertainty.
2.1 A motivating example
We provide a concrete example of the distribution problem to motivate the
work. Figure 2 depicts a distribution system with three suppliers S1,2,3 and
three customers D1,2,3 . The scopes of the suppliers are S1 Ã {D1 , D2 },
S2 Ã {D1 , D2 , D3 }, S3 Ã {D2 , D3 }. The deterministic customer demands
are [8, 7, 4]. The suppliers’ probabilistic capacities are expressed as discrete probability density functions: fS1 = {3(0.3), 7(0.5), 12(0.2)}, fS2 =
{6(0.4), 7(0.2), 10(0.4)} and fS3 = {3(0.3), 8(0.7)}, where values in parentheses represent probabilities. The objective is to obtain the most reliable
distribution plan. In the following sections we shall consider a series of
models of increasing sophistication. Our running example will emphasize
differences between these models.
2.2 Model 1: Naive
Define decision variables xs,c where s, c ∈ {1, 2, 3}, denoting the planned
supply from supplier s to customer c. Also define random variables ξi denoting the uncertain supply available to supplier i. A constant ζc denotes
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Fig. 2 Distribution Problem

the deterministic demand of customer c. Any plan must satisfy the hard
constraints
X
xs,c = ζc
s∈Sc

where Sc is the set of suppliers for customer c. There are also probabilistic
constraints between decision and random variables:
X
xs,c ≤ ξs
c∈Cs

where Cs is the set of customers for supplier s. These probabilistic constraints are “soft”: they may be violated in some scenarios. We therefore
do not add them to the model (as with the deterministic constraints), but
instead use them to define an objective function:
(
)
X
X
max
xs,c ≤ ξs
(1)
E
s

c∈Cs

where E{C}, the “expectation operator” [13], is the sum of the probabilities
of the scenarios in which constraint C is satisfied. This model may be viewed
as a Soft Probabilistic CSP , that is a Probabilistic CSP [8] where some
contraints are hard, plus an optimization criterion that we wish to maximise
the probability that other probabilistic soft constraints are satisfied.
A drawback of this model is that the objective function does not measure plan reliability in a realistic way. For example, in any scenario in which
supplier 2 cannot meet its demands (so that x2,1 + x2,2 + x2,3 > ξ2 ) we cannot guarantee that any customer is supplied. This is therefore a worst-case
plan for the given scenario, yet in the above model only one probabilistic
constraint is violated under this scenario. A plan in which two or three
probabilistic constraints are violated would be assigned a lower objective
function value, but would be no less reliable. Worse still, consider a similar
problem in which supplier 1 supplies only customer 1, supplier 3 supplies
only customer 3, and supplier 2 again supplies customers 1, 2 and 3. A plan
in which suppliers 1 and 3 are unable to meet their demands under some
scenario would be classed as less reliable than one in which supplier 2 is
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(3, 3)
3
3
0
4
0

Model 4

Planned Delivery Si Ã Dj : (i, j)
(1, 2)
(2, 1)
(2, 2)
(2, 3)
(3, 2)
0
5
6
1
1
5
5
1
1
1
2
0
2
4
3
0
3
3
0
4
0
2
0
4
7

Model 3

(1, 1)
3
3
0
5
6

Model 2

Plan
No
1
2
3
4
5

Model 1

ERM

1.7
1.5
0.0
2.4
2.4

0.0
0.6
0.0
1.8
1.8

0.0
0.6
0.0
2.1
2.4

0.0
0.6
2.0
2.1
2.4

Table 1 Representative distribution plans and event realization measures
(ERM), that is reliability measures, computed by the different models we presented

unable to meet its demand under the same scenario, because more probabilistic constraints are violated. However, the latter plan is less reliable: in
the first plan customer 2 is satisfied, but in the second plan no customer is.
In Table 1 we show how this naive model (column “Model 1”) classifies
reliability of five different plans for our concrete example. In the next sections we will show that other models can give a more accurate and realistic
measure of the reliability of these plans.
2.3 Model 2: Dependent-Chance Programming
To improve the naive model we may define a more intelligent objective
function: the reliability of a plan is now the sum of the reliabilities of three
events, where an event is the satisfaction of a customer:
(
Ã
!)
X
^
X
max
xs,c0 ≤ ξs
(2)
E
c

s∈Sc

c0 ∈Cs

where ∧ denotes logical conjunction: E{C ∧ C 0 } is the sum of the probabilities of the scenarios in which both C and C 0 are satisfied. For example
the reliability of satisfaction of customer 1 is the sum of the probabilities
of the scenarios in which suppliers 1 and 2 both meet their demands. Under this objective function, our worst-case plan (in which supplier 2 cannot
meet its demands) is assigned reliability 0 in the scenario, because the violated probabilistic constraint x2,1 + x2,2 + x2,3 ≤ ξ2 affects the reliability of
each customer. Allowing logical connectives between constraints allows us to
express the problem more accurately. This model is similar to a DependentChance Programming [20] approach to a related problem.
Let us observe in Table 1 how this new notion of reliability affects the
plans already considered. Note that the new objective function defines a
completely new notion of reliability, therefore results provided by Model
1 and 2 are incomparable since Model 1 measures reliability in terms of
expected number of suppliers that meet their demand, while in Model 2 the
measure refers to the expected number of unsatisfied customers. We shall see
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that the second notion of reliability reflects a higher level of expressiveness
and is closer to what is perceived as reliable by common sense.
To gain more insight into the notion of reliability captured by Model 2 we
now examine two different distribution plans, 1 and 2. These two plans share
common decisions, except at S1 Ã D2 and S2 Ã D2 . Plan 1 (2) requires
a capacity value of 3 units (8 units) at S1 to be feasible, which is available
with probability 1.0 (0.2). However if we consider S2 , Plan 1 (2) requires
a capacity value of 12 units (7 units) to be feasible. The corresponding
probability is 0.0 (0.6), thus Plan 2 is more reliable than Plan 1. It is now
easy to see how logical connectives introduced in Eq. 2 capture a more
intuitive and accurate measure for the reliability of a plan that, as seen, is
expressed in terms of expected number of satisfied customers, respectively
0.0 and 0.6 for Plan 1 and 2. Note that the reliability measure in Model 1
classifies Plan 1 as more reliable than Plan 2, since the latter violates more
probabilistic constraints. Obviously such a measure is flawed since Plan 1
is never able to reliably satisfy any customer as supplier 2 can not provide
12 units of capacity.
2.4 Model 3: EDP-CP
However, even the second model is flawed. Consider a plan in which x1,1 = 0
so that customer 1 must receive all supplies from supplier 2. The reliability
of the satisfaction of customer 1 should now be independent of the ability of
supplier 1 to meet its demand, but in the second model it is still dependent;
this point was not considered in [20]. We should therefore refine the objective
via further logical connectives between constraints:
(
Ã
!)
X
^
X
max
xs,c 6= 0 ⇒
xs,c0 ≤ ξs
(3)
E
c

s∈Sc

c0 ∈Cs

where ⇒ denotes logical implication: E{C ⇒ C 0 } is the sum of the probabilities of the scenarios in which either C is violated or C 0 is satisfied, or
both. Because of this modification, under a scenario in which x1,1 = 0 there
is no longer a penalty if
X
xs,c0 ≤ ξ1
c0 ∈C1

is violated. In this case, the reliability of a plan is gauged by an event
realization measure which gives equal importance (i.e., equal weights) to
satisfying demands completely at D1 , D2 , and D3 .
We now consider Plans 4 and 5. By observing differences between these
plans it is easy to see how the further logical connectives introduced in Eq. 3
affects reliability of the solutions. In Plan 4, {S1 , S2 } Ã D1 , {S2 , S3 } Ã D2 ,
S3 Ã D3 . In other words, S3 supplies two customers. In Plan 5 {S1 , S2 } Ã
D1 , but S3 Ã D2 and S2 Ã D3 . Therefore in both the plans S1 supplies
the same customer D1 , and S2 supplies two customers (respectively D1 , D2
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and D1 , D3 ), while S3 in Plan 4 supplies two customers (D2 and D3 ) and in
Plan 5 only supplies one customer (D3 ). If S1 fails to meet the requirement
in both the plans it will affect only D1 with probability 0.3. S2 cannot fail
to meet the demand in both the plans. But in Plan 4 if S3 does not provide
8 units as required, with probability 0.3, it will affect both D2 and D3 , while
in Plan 5 if S3 does not provide 7 units, with the same probability 0.3, it
will affect only D2 . Thus Plan 5 is obviously more reliable than plan 4. Such
a notion is captured by Model 3, which therefore provides a more accurate
reliability measure with respect to the former ones we presented. In fact the
reader may observe that in Model 1 and 2 Plan 4 and 5 are classified as
equally reliable.

2.5 Model 4: EDP-CP
So far, the decision-maker’s objective has been to maximize the plan reliability, defined in such a way that all violated plans are treated equally. In
other words, plans in which not all customer demand constraints hold are
considered equally unreliable, irrespective of the number of customers that
are completely satisfied. This obviously constitutes a limit for the first three
models presented, since often we may get unrealistic solutions where we try
to satisfy every customer achieving a poor overall reliability. An alternative objective could aim to satisfy as many customers as possible, that is
to meet as many demand constraints as possible under probabilistic supply
constraints. Clearly, this new objective may have a wider application and
may lead to more realistic solutions where some customers may be dropped
in order to serve the others with higher reliability.
In the first EDP-CP model any plan must satisfy the hard constraints on
demands ζc , but a plan that reliably satisfies two customers might be more
desirable than one that satisfies all three customers less reliably. We can
model such a measure of plan reliability by removing the hard constraints
and using them in the objective function instead:
max

X
c

("
E

^

s∈Sc

Ã
xs,c 6= 0 ⇒

X
c0 ∈Cs

!#
xs,c0 ≤ ξs

Ã
∧

X

!)
xs0 ,c = ζc

s0 ∈Sc

(4)
A direct consequence of this new objective on optimized plans is that solutions may no longer aim for complete satisfaction of all customers, but
most likely a subset of it, with higher reliability. Under this new objective,
distribution Plan 3 in Model 4 guarantees complete satisfaction of D2 and
D3 with a reliability score of 2.0, whereas under the previous models it is
assigned reliability score 0.
In Table 1 the column for Model 4 depicts an accurate and realistic classification for the reliability measures of the plans considered in our concrete
example.
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2.6 A meta-constraint
We believe that our final model is of a form that will apply to many problems. The following sections present a formalization of a modeling framework to express such problems naturally and propose a compilation from
the given formalization into a standard constraint program. In Section 3.2,
we shall introduce a meta-constraint to simplify complex expressions such
as those in our final model, so that it can be written in the form
Maximize
©
ª
P
P
0
c E ec :
s0 ∈Sc xs ,c = ζc
given that
¡
¢
P
0
(∀c) (∀s ∈ Sc ) Dependency ec ,
c0 ∈Cs xs,c ≤ ξs , xs,c 6= 0 .
This construct is equivalent to Eq. 4, but by expressing the problem in
this form, through the new keyword “given that”, we separate the logical dependencies involving the events from the definition of the events.
This way we aim to reduce the cognitive burden on the user. It should be
noted that events ec , although they appear as deterministic constraints1 ,
are actually probabilistic. In fact their probabilistic nature is induced by
the given dependencies. In practice the satisfaction of customer demands,
that is constraints ec , depends on the selected suppliers
and on the capacity
P
they can provide. More formally, constraints ec ( s0 ∈Sc xs0 ,c = ζc ) are the
events whose reliability we wish to maximize, and in each
P scenario these
events are subject to certain pre-requisite constraints ( c0 ∈Cs xs,c0 ≤ ξs )
and certain conditions (xs,c 6= 0). Intuitively, if a pre-requisite is unsatisfied
in a scenario then the event is also classed as unsatisfied in that scenario;
and if a condition is unsatisfied in a scenario then the event is classed as
satisfied in that scenario.
3 Event-Driven Probabilistic Constraint Programming
In this section we formalise the EDP-CP modeling framework.
3.1 Preliminaries
Recall that a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a set of variables X , each with a finite domain of values Di , and a set of constraints
C, each over a subset of X (denoted by Scope(C)) and specifying allowed
combinations of values for given subsets of variables. A solution is an assignment of values to the variables satisfying the constraints. A Constraint
Optimisation Problem (COP) is a CSP with given objective function over
a subset of X that we wish to maximize or minimize.
1
Note that in the general case customer demand ζc may also be a random
variable.
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Recall that a probabilistic CSP as introduced in [8] is defined as a 6-tuple
hX , D, Λ,W, C, Pri where:
X = {x1 , . . . , xn } is a set of decision variables;
D= D1 × . . . × Dn , where Di is the domain of xi ;
Λ = {λ1 , . . . , λl } is a set of uncertain parameters;
W= W1 × . . . × Wl , where Wi the domain of λi ;
C is a set of (probabilistic) constraints each involving at least one decision variable (and possibly some uncertain parameters);
– Pr :W→ [0, 1] is a probability distribution over uncertain parameters.

–
–
–
–
–

In [8] a complete assignment of the uncertain parameters (resp. of the decision variables) is called a world (resp. a decision). The probability that a
decision is a solution is the probability of the set of the worlds in which it
is a solution.
In its most general form, event-driven probabilistic CP supports uncertain parameters as well as decision variables. A constraint is said to be
probabilistic, if it involves both decision variables and uncertain parameters.
In the rest of this paper we will sometimes refer to classical constraints as deterministic constraints to distinguish them from the probabilistic ones. We
will refer to the possible values of an uncertain parameter λi as W (λi ) and
to the probability of λi taking a given value v in W (λi ) as Pr(λi = v). As in
[8], we refer to a complete assignment of uncertain parameters as a possible
world and denote by W the set of all possible worlds. We also assume that
the probability of each possible world w is given by the probability function
Pr : W → [0, 1].
Definition 1 ([8]) Given a probabilistic constraint c over decision variables
and some uncertain parameters, the reduction of c by world w ∈ W, denoted
by c↓w , is the deterministic constraint obtained by setting all its uncertain
parameters as in w.

3.2 Modeling framework
In EDP-CP some of the constraints can be designated by the user as event
constraints. The user’s objective is to maximize his/her chances of realizing
these events. For instance, in our running example the user may consider the
customer demand constraints as events. The objective is then to construct
a plan satisfying customer demand constraints as far as possible.
The feasibility of certain event constraints depends on the satisfaction
of other constraints. For instance, having a plan that meets the customer
demands depends on whether or not the supply constraints are met with
such a plan. For this purpose we introduce a new meta-constraint (already
described in Section 2.6) useful for modeling such situations in our EDPCP framework, which we refer to as a dependency meta-constraint. We first
introduce the dependency constraint in the deterministic setting.
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Definition 2 Dependency(e, p, c) iff Scope(e)∩Scope(p) 6= ∅ & Scope(c)
⊆ Scope(e)∩Scope(p) & e∧(c ⇒ p), where e, p, and c are all deterministic
constraints.
The Dependency meta-constraint is satisfied if and only if e is satisfied
and, if c holds, p is satisfied. We refer to p as a pre-requisite constraint for
event constraint e, and c as a condition constraint for p. Note that by
definition, Dependency(e, p, c ∨ c0 ) is equivalent to Dependency(e, p, c) ∧
Dependency(e, p, c0 ), and similarly Dependency(e, p ∧ p0 , c) is equivalent
to Dependency(e, p, c) ∧ Dependency(e, p0 , c).
We now introduce a measure for event realization in a deterministic
setting, and later generalize it to probabilistic events.
Definition 3 Given a deterministic event constraint e with Scope(e) =
{x1 , . . . , xk }, an event realization measure E{e} on e is a mapping M from
D(x1 ) × . . . × D(xk ) into {0, 1} such that for all t ∈ D(x1 ) × . . . × D(xk ),
M (t) = 1 iff t satisfies all the Dependency constraints that have e as event
constraint argument.
Example 1 Given the meta-constraint Dependency(e, x1 ≤ 4, x2 6= 0), an
event realization measure on event constraint e : x1 + x2 = 8, denoted by
E{e}, takes value 1 only when the values v1 and v2 assigned to decision
variables x1 and x2 (resp.) sum to 8 and, if x2 is different than zero, x1 is
less or equal to 4, otherwise it takes value 0.
When the events are probabilistic constraints, the event realization measure is defined on the set of possible worlds as follows.
Definition 4 Given a probabilistic event constraint e with Scope(e) = {x1 ,
. . . , xk } and uncertain parameters Λ = {λ1 , . . . , λl }, an event realization
measure E{e} on e is a mapping M from D(x1 ) × . . . × D(xk ) into interval
[0, 1] such that
E{e} =

X

Pr(w)E{e↓w }

w∈W (λ1 )×...×W (λl )

Example 2 An event realization measure on probabilistic constraint e : x1 +
x2 ≤ ξ), where ξ is a discrete random variable assuming {6(0.2), 8(0.7), 11(0.1)},
is denoted by E{e} and takes the value 0.8 when x1 = 4 and x2 = 3, and
the value 0.1 when x1 = 6 and x2 = 3.
For convenience we shall only considered the “expectation operator” in
defining an event realization measure. However, any other relevant operator,
such as the nth moment generator [13], can be used instead.
The following example demonstrates the use of the Dependency metaconstraint in a probabilistic setting.
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Example 3 In Figure 2 the event e1 is the demand constraint for the first
customer e1 : x1,1 +x2,1 = 8, while the pre-requisite constraints are the probabilistic supply constraints p1 : x1,1 + x1,2 ≤ ξ1 , p2 : x2,1 + x2,2 + x2,3 ≤ ξ2 ,
and p3 : x3,2 + x3,3 ≤ ξ3 . Now consider event e1 . From the constraint scopes
we see that Scope(e1 ) ∩ Scope(p1 ) = {x1,1 }, Scope(e1 ) ∩ Scope(p2 ) = {x2,1 }
and Scope(e1 )∩Scope(p3 ) = ∅, so e1 depends on p1 and p2 , not p3 . From the
problem semantics we should introduce the condition constraints c1 : x1,1 6=
0 and c2 : x2,1 6= 0, to express the fact that there is no dependency relation
between e1 and p1 if x1,1 = 0, and that there is no dependency relation between e1 and p2 if x2,1 = 0. Thus we write the dependency meta-constraints
Dependency(e1 , p1 , x1,1 6= 0) and Dependency(e1 , p2 , x2,1 6= 0).
Equipped with these concepts, we now define EDP-CP as follows.
Definition 5 An EDP-CP is a 9-tuple P = hX , D,Λ, W, E, C, H, Ψ, Pri
where:
–
–
–
–
–

–

–

–
–

X = {x1 , . . . , xn } is a set of decision variables;
D = D1 × . . . × Dn , where Di is the domain of Xi ;
Λ = {λ1 , . . . , λl } is a set of uncertain parameters;
W= W1 × . . . × Wl , where Wi the domain of λi ;
E = {e1 , . . . , em } is a set of event constraints. Each ei may either be
probabilistic (involving a subset of X and a subset of Λ) or deterministic
(involving only a subset of X );
C = {c1 , . . . , co } is a set of dependency meta-constraints. For each dependency meta-constraint ci : Dependency(e, p, f ) we have e ∈E, where p
may be either a probabilistic or a deterministic pre-requisite constraint,
and f is a deterministic condition constraint;
H= {h1 , . . . , hp } is a set of hard constraints. Each hi may either be
probabilistic (involving a subset of X and a subset of Λ) or deterministic
(involving only a subset of X );
Ψ is any expression involving the event realization measures on the event
constraints in E;
Pr : W → [0, 1] is a probability distribution over uncertain parameters.
In Figure 3 we show a modeling template for EDP-CP.

Example 4 The motivational example of Section 2 can be expressed as an
EDP-CP P = hX , D,Λ, W, E, C, H, Ψ, Pri where:
–
–
–
–
–
–

X = {x1,1 , x1,2 , x2,1 , x2,2 , x2,3 , x3,2 , x3,3 };
D = [0..99] × [0..99] × [0..99];
Λ = {ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 };
W = {3(0.3), 7(0.5), 12(0.2)}×{6(0.4), 7(0.2), 10(0.4)}×{3(0.3), 8(0.7)};
E = {e1 : x1,1 + x2,1 = 8, e2 : x1,2 + x2,2 + x3,2 = 7, e3 : x2,3 + x3,3 = 4};
C = {c1 : Dependency(e1 , p1 : x1,1 + x1,2 ≤ ξ1 , f1,1 : x1,1 6= 0),
c2 : Dependency(e1 , p2 : x2,1 + x2,2 + x2,3 ≤ ξ2 , f2,1 : x2,1 6= 0),
c3 : Dependency(e2 , p1 , f1,2 : x1,2 6= 0),
c4 : Dependency(e2 , p2 , f2,2 : x2,2 6= 0),
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Maximize:
Ψ (E{e1 }, . . . , E{em })
Given that:
dependency meta-constraint c1
...
dependency meta-constraint co
Subject to:
hard constraint h1
...
hard constraint hp

Fig. 3 An EDP-CP template

c5 : Dependency(e2 , p3 : x3,2 + x3,3 ≤ ξ3 , f3,2 : x3,2 6= 0),
c6 : Dependency(e3 , p2 , f2,3 : x2,3 6= 0),
c7 : Dependency(e3 , p3 , f3,3 : x3,3 6= 0)};
– H= {x1,1 ≥ 0, . . . , x3,3 ≥ 0};
– Ψ is E{e1 } + E{e2 } + E{e3 };
– Pr(hξ1= 3, ξ2= 6, ξ3= 3i)= 0.036, . . . , Pr(hξ1= 12, ξ2= 10, ξ3= 8i)= 0.056.
Finally, we define optimal solutions to EDP-CPs as follows.
Definition 6 An optimal solution to an EDP-CP P = hX , D,Λ, W, E, C, H,
Ψ, P ri is any assignment S to the decision variables such that:
1. for each h ∈ H, for each w ∈ W, h↓w is satisfied; and
2. there exists no other assignment satisfying all the hard constraints with
a strictly better value for Ψ , according to the Dependency constraints
introduced in the model.
Note that when the total number of worlds is 1 with probability 1, the
event realization measure on c is the same as in the deterministic case.
4 Solution methods for EDP-CP
We now show how to map an EDP-CP P = hX , D,Λ, W, E, C, H,Ψ , P ri into
an equivalent classical COP P 0 = hX 0 , D0 , C 0 ,Ψ 0 i.
4.1 Mapping variables and domains
Algorithm 1 shows how to create the decision variables in P 0 starting from
P, in two steps. The first step (Line 3) duplicates the decision variables in
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Algorithm 1: Variable-Mapping(X , D,Λ, W, E, C):h X 0 , D0 i
1
2
3
4

X 0 ← ∅;
D0 ← ∅;
foreach x ∈ X do
create x0 with the same domain as x and add it to X 0 ;
foreach e ∈ E do
foreach w ∈ W do
create a Boolean bew and add it to X 0 ;

Algorithm 2: Constraint-Mapping(X , D,Λ, W, E, C, H):C 0
1
2

C 0 ← ∅;
foreach e ∈ E do
foreach w ∈ W
 do
k ← e↓w ∧ 


V

{Dependency(²,p,c)∈C|²=e}
add bew = 1 ↔ k to C 0 ;
3

(c ⇒ p↓w );

foreach h ∈ H do
foreach w ∈ W do
add h↓w to C 0 ;

P 0 along with their domains. The second step (Line 4) introduces a Boolean
variable that is used later to represent the truth value of each event e in
each possible world w.
4.2 Mapping constraints
Algorithm 2 shows how to create the constraints in P 0 , again in two steps.
In step one (Line 2) we introduce a reification constraint for each event e in
each possible world w ∈ W . This ensures that bew is assigned the value 1 iif
e↓w is satisfied and, for each Dependency(e, p, c) constraint involving event
e, if the given condition c is met, the respective prerequisite p↓w is satisfied.
In the second step (Line 3) each probabilistic constraint is transformed into
a set of deterministic constraints in C 0 .
4.3 Mapping the objective function
Finally, the objective function of P 0 is the same function Ψ as in P, except
that we replace each occurrence of an event measure E{e} with
X
P r(w)bew
w∈W

as shown in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Objective-Function-Mapping(X , D,Λ, W, E, C, H, Ψ ):Ψ 0
1
2

Ψ0 ← Ψ;
foreach E{e} ∈ Ψ 0 doP
replace E{e} with w∈W P r(w)bew ;

5 Scenario Reduction
In the former section we showed how to compile any EDP-CP program in an
equivalent ordinary constraint program. Unfortunately the more scenarios
we consider the more decision variables need to be introduced in the model.
This may easily lead to large intractable problems when the number of
scenarios is high. In [26] the authors discuss several scenario sampling techniques to cope with a similar problem arising in a scenario based approach
for stochastic constraint programming. The purpose of these techniques is
to replace a large intractable set of scenarios with a small tractable set so
that solving the problem over the small set yields a solution not much different than the solution over the large one. Obviously these technique may
also be applied to reduce the number of scenarios considered in EDP-CP.
The scenario reduction techniques presented are well known in statistics.
Typically they determine a subset of scenarios and a redistribution of probabilities relative to the preserved scenarios. No requirements on the stochastic data process are imposed and therefore the concept is general. However
the authors point out that, depending on their sophistication, the reduction
algorithms may require different types of data.
The simplest scenario reduction algorithm considers just a single scenario
in which stochastic variables take their expected values. This is called the
expected value problem. In what follows we recall one of the best sampling
methods for experimental design, that is Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
[22]. This method ensures that a range of values for a variable are sampled.
Suppose we want the sample size to be n. We divide the unit interval into
n intervals, and sample a value for each stochastic variable exactly once.
More precisely, let fi (a) be the cumulative probability that Xi takes the
value a or less, Pi (j) be the jth element of a random permutation Pi of the
integers {0, . . . , n − 1}, and r be a random number uniformly drawn from
[0, 1]. Then the jth latin hypercube sample value for the random variable
Xi is:
µ
¶
Pi (j) + r
fi−1
.
n
However it should be noted that the sample size n does not guarantee to
produce a sample of n scenarios, since a single scenario may be chosen more
than once due to, for example, the discreteness of the data.
Techniques like the one illustrated may be applied to reduce the number
of scenarios to a reasonable size so that the resulting reduced problem is a
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tractable one. An example of this will be presented in Section 6.2, where
LHS is applied to a probabilistic scheduling problem in order to reduce the
set of scenarios considered and preserve the quality of the solution provided
by the EDP-CP model described.
6 Illustrative examples
In this section we present three illustrative problems and model them using the EDP-CP framework. The first example is a probabilistic supply
chain planning problem, which is an extended version of the example of
Section 2. In this extended version, demand uncertainty, as well as supply
uncertainty, is considered. The second example is a probabilistic scheduling
problem which generalizes the one proposed in [12]. In this example task
durations are uncertain. The third example is a production planning problem with an emphasis on capital budgeting, and assumes that production
rates, demands, prices and costs are all uncertain parameters.
6.1 An EDP-CP Model for Probabilistic Supply Chain Planning
There is a sizeable literature on supply chain modeling under uncertainty
(see, for example, [7] and [23]). Recently, the authors of this work also
experienced at first-hand the relevance of modeling supply and demand
uncertainties during a research project carried out for a leading international
telecommunications company.
Here we adopt a simplified version of the problem, which was presented
in Section 2.1 and Figure 2. The objective is to determine the most reliable plan that will meet customers’ realised demands at D1,2,3 by means
of uncertain deliveries from suppliers denoted by S1,2,3 . It is assumed that
(i) the order batch sizes xi,j from supplier i to customer j is not allowed
to exceed 6 units, xi ≤ 6, (ii) D3 requires that its order is supplied by only
one supplier, x2,3 x3,3 = 0. Scenario parameters are given in Table 2. These
parameters can be obtained, for instance, through a sampling method like
LHS, which we presented in the former section. Excess supplies from suppliers are stored at customers with a negligible inventory carrying cost until
the next order issue.
We consider two possible EDP-CP models for this probabilistic supply
chain problem. In the first one we try to find a solution in which all events
are realised, while in the second this condition is relaxed. The EDP-CP
model in Figure 4 describes the first case. The second case can be simply
achieved by dropping e1 –e3 from the set of hard constraints.
The EDP-CP model is compiled into a standard CP model using the
algorithm presented in Section 4. The optimal solution is x1,1 = 6, x1,2 = 1,
x2,1 = 3, x2,2 = 4, x2,3 = 0, x3,2 = 2, x3,3 = 6. In the optimal plan E{e1 } =
0.420, E{e2 } = 0.294 and E{e3 } = 0.700, giving an optimal objective function value of 1.414. In other words, this plan guarantees to meet customer
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Maximize:
E{e1 : x1,1 + x2,1 ≥ ζ1 }+
E{e2 : x1,2 + x2,2 + x3,2 ≥ ζ2 }+
E{e3 : x2,3 + x3,3 ≥ ζ3 }
Given that:
Dependency(e1 , p1 : x1,1 + x1,2 ≤ ξ1 , f1,1 : x1,1 6= 0)
Dependency(e1 , p2 : x2,1 + x2,2 + x2,3 ≤ ξ2 , f2,1 : x2,1 6= 0)
Dependency(e2 , p1 , f1,2 : x1,2 6= 0)
Dependency(e2 , p2 , f2,2 : x2,2 6= 0)
Dependency(e2 , p3 : x3,1 + x3,2 ≤ ξ3 , f3,2 : x3,2 6= 0)
Dependency(e3 , p2 , f2,3 : x2,3 6= 0)
Dependency(e3 , p3 , f3,3 : x3,3 6= 0)
Subject to:
0 ≤ xi,j ≤ 6, ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
x2,3 .x3,3 = 0
ei , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
xi,j ∈ Z0,+

0.030

8
7
6
8
8
7
4

9
7
7
3
8
7
4

Pr(w)

0.056

0.140

7
7
6
3
8
5
6

0.024

0.060

6
3
10
8
7
5
6

0.028

0.084

5
3
10
3
7
5
4

0.012

0.036

4
3
7
8
7
5
4

0.056

0.042

3
3
7
3
8
7
6

0.024

0.018

2
3
6
8
8
7
6

0.140

0.084

1
3
6
3
8
7
4

0.060

w
S1
S2
S3
D1
D2
D3

0.070

Pr(w)

0.036

Fig. 4 An EDP-CP model for Probabilistic Supply Chain Planning

w
S1
S2
S3
D1
D2
D3

10
7
7
8
9
5
6

11
7
10
3
9
5
6

12
7
10
8
9
5
4

13
12
6
3
8
5
4

14
12
6
8
8
3
6

15
12
7
3
8
3
6

16
12
7
8
7
3
4

17
12
10
3
7
5
4

18
12
10
8
7
5
6

Table 2 Scenario Data

demands at D1,2,3 with probabilities 42.0%, 29.4% and 70.0%, respectively.
This plan aims to satisfy customer demands completely.
In most circumstances it would be more realistic to assume that the
event constraints e1 , e2 , and e3 are not hard constraints and the expected
plan should not aim for a complete demand satisfaction. When we drop these
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hard event constraints, the following plan is optimal under such a relaxation:
x1,1 = 6, x1,2 = 0, x2,1 = 3, x2,2 = 3, x2,3 = 0, x3,2 = 2, x3,3 = 6. The event
constraint satisfaction probabilities are now E{e1 } = 0.700, E{e2 } = 0.476
and E{e3 } = 0.700, giving a total of 1.876.
A comparison of two plans shows that there are differences between
them at x1,2 and x2,2 . It may not be immediately obvious why we change
x1,2 from 1 to 0, as in both plans the probability of acquiring the required
capacity at S1 (7 and 6, respectively) is 0.8. The explanation lies in the
probability distribution of the uncertain capacity of S2 . Supplier S2 can
provide 6 units with a probability of 1.0, but not 7 units. The second plan
exploits this situation and aims for a partial satisfaction at D2 by providing
only 5 units. Thus there is no need for any delivery from S1 to D2 . The
second plan has higher reliability at the expense of partial satisfaction at
D2 . It should be noted that there are alternative optimal solutions to this
instance.

6.2 An EDP-CP Model for Scheduling
We consider a specific scheduling problem similar to the one considered by
Hooker et. al [11]. This scheduling problem was described in [12] and it
involves finding a least-cost schedule to process a set of orders I using a set
of dissimilar parallel machines M . Processing an order i ∈ I can only begin
after the release date ri and must be completed at the latest by the due
date di . Order i can be processed on any of the machines. The processing
cost and the processing time of order i ∈ I on machine m ∈ M are cim and
pim , respectively.
The model just described is fully deterministic, but we will now consider
a generalization of this problem to the case where some inputs are uncertain.
For convenience we will just consider uncertain processing times πim for
order i ∈ I on machine m ∈ M . Nevertheless it is easy to see that EDPCP can be also employed to model more complicated generalizations of this
problem where release dates and due dates are uncertain or processing costs
are uncertain.
Scheduling with uncertainty is a topic that has been explored in a variety
of fields including artificial intelligence, operations research, fault-tolerant
computing and systems. For surveys on the literature see Davenport and
Beck [6], Herroelen and Leus [10], and Bidot [2]. In Beck and Wilson [1]
a classification of possible approaches for scheduling under uncertainty is
summarized. They report three techniques that are usually employed to
face uncertainty. In redundancy-based techniques extra resources/time are
allocated to every task to cushion the impact of unexpected events during
execution. Probabilistic techniques instead tend to build a schedule that optimizes a measure of probabilistic performance, such as expected makespan
or expected weighted tardiness. Contingent and policy based approaches
typically generate a branching or contingent schedule or, in extreme cases,
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Maximize:
P
P
i∈I E{ei : si +
m∈M πim ∗ δim ≤ di }
Given that:
Dependency(ei , sj ≥ si +

P
m∈M

πim ∗ δim , σij = 1), ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j

Subject to:
si ≥ ri , ∀i ∈ I
σ
Pij = 1 ⇒ si < sj , ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j
m∈M δim = 1, ∀i ∈ I
σij + σji ≥ δim + δjm − 1, ∀m ∈ M, ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j
σ
ji ≤ 1, ∀i, j ∈ I, i¢6= j
¡P
Pij + σ
i∈I
m∈M cim ∗ δim ≤ B
σij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j ∈ I
δim ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ M
si ∈ [Ls , Le ], ∀i ∈ I

Fig. 5 An EDP-CP model for Scheduling

a policy, that specify a set of actions to be taken when a particular set of circumstances arises. Our EDP-CP approach can be classified as probabilistic
under a predefined policy.
Since EDP-CP is meant to model and optimize the reliability of a given
plan we will assume in our problem that a fixed budget B is given and
that our plan has to meet such a constraint on the costs. Therefore we will
no longer look for a least-cost plan, rather we will optimize a reliability
measure expressed in terms of events, as it is usual in EDP-CP. The specific
event whose probability we wish to maximize is the successful completion
of each job within the given time frame defined by its release and due date.
Since jobs are scheduled in sequence on each machine dependencies will
arise between subsequent jobs. We adopt a specific policy that unschedules
a job whether this is not processed within the given due date or before the
planned start time of the subsequent job on the respective machine. This
policy guarantees that every order will always start at the planned start
time, since the respective machine will be free and will start processing it.
More complicated EDP-CP models may also consider the case where we aim
to minimize total tardiness or total completion time of a given plan. In this
cases the realized processing time of an order may affect the scheduling time
of subsequent orders. We will not analyze these cases in this example. An
EDP-CP model for the problem described is given in Fig. 5. Let us analyze
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w ∈ W
Pr{w}
m ∈ M
1
2
3
4
5

M1
10
6
11
7
12

1
0.1
M2
14
8
16
9
17

M1
9
5
10
6
11

2
0.1
M2
15
9
18
10
18

M1
11
7
12
8
13

w ∈ W
Pr{w}
m ∈ M
1
2
3
4
5

M1
10
6
16
7
12

7
0.05
M2
14
8
16
9
17

M1
9
15
10
6
11

8
0.05
M2
15
9
18
10
18

M1
11
7
10
8
13

3
0.05
M2
13
7
15
8
16

M1
9
7
4
8
12

4
0.1
M2
14
8
16
9
17

M1
9
5
10
6
4

5
0.05
M2
15
9
18
10
18

M1
11
7
14
8
13

M1
10
16
11
17
12

10
0.05
M2
14
8
16
9
17

M1
9
5
10
6
11

11
0.05
M2
15
9
18
10
18

M1
11
7
12
8
13

9
0.1
M2
13
7
15
8
16

6
0.2
M2
13
12
15
8
16
12
0.1
M2
13
7
15
8
6

Table 3 Order processing times

the given model. The objective function maximizes the expected number of
tasks completed by the respective due dates. Dependency constraint states
that, when two jobs i, j are executed in sequence on the same machine
(condition σij = 1), job i has to be completed by its due date (event ei
is
P satisfied) and before the start time of job j (pre-requisite sj ≥ si +
m∈M πim ∗ δim ). The hard constraints respectively state that: the start
time of job i, si , must be no less than the release time ri for this job; if two
jobs i, j are processed on the same machine m and i is processed before j
then the start time of i, si , must be less than the start time of j, sj ; each
job must be processed on a machine; if two jobs i, j are processed on the
same machine m, either i is processed before j, σij = 1, or j is processed
before i, σji = 1; the processing costs must be no greater than the given
budget B.
We now consider an instance of this problem. We consider 5 orders
{I1 , . . . , I5 } on 2 parallel machines {M1 , M2 }. The uncertain processing
times of each order on each machine are shown in Table 3. The release
dates for the orders are [2, 4, 6, 8, 10]. The due dates are [16, 13, 30, 41, 35].
The costs for processing orders on machine M1 are [10, 8, 12, 11, 9], and on
machine M2 they are [16, 5, 17, 9, 4]. The given budget B is 40.
We define
Ls = min ri
i∈I

and
Le = Ls + min

m∈M

X

dπim e

i∈I

where dπim e is the maximum duration of order i ∈ I on machine m ∈ M
for every possible world w ∈ W . Therefore
dπim e = max πim .
w∈W

In order to solve the proposed scheduling problem we compiled the EDPCP model into a standard constraint program as described in Section 4.
This constraint program was solved using OPL Studio 3.7 on an Intel(R)
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i ∈ I

w ∈ W
Pr{w}
m ∈ M
1
2
3
4
5

M1
9
5
10
6
11

2
0.25
M2
15
9
18
10
18

M1
11
7
14
8
13

6
0.25
M2
13
12
15
8
16

M1
10
6
16
7
12
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7
0.25
M2
14
8
16
9
17

M1
10
16
11
17
12

10
0.25
M2
14
8
16
9
17

Table 4 Order processing times, LHS with 4 samples

i ∈ I

w ∈ W
Pr{w}
m ∈ M
1
2
3
4
5

3
0.5
M1
11
7
12
8
13

11
0.5
M2
13
7
15
8
16

M1
9
5
10
6
11

M2
15
9
18
10
18

Table 5 Order processing times, LHS with 2 samples

Centrino(TM) CPU 1.50GHz with 2Gb RAM. We chose the provided dichotomic strategy and depth-bounded discrepancy search procedure.
An optimal solution for the given instance was found in 6.97 seconds,
it has a cost of 40 and an overall reliability measure of 4.8, which means
that in our plan 4.8 orders over 5 will be, in the average case, processed
within the required due date and before the next order scheduled on the
same machine. More specifically, the realization measures for each event
constraint are: E{e1 } = 100%, E{e2 } = 80%, E{e3 } = 100%, E{e4 } =
100% and E{e5 } = 100%. The optimal plan assigns orders {1, 3} to M1 and
orders {2, 4, 5} to M2 . The start times for the orders are [2, 4, 13, 31, 13].
In order to reduce the size of the model input we will now perform a
LHS on the original problem instance presented in Table 3. The original
12 scenarios are then reduced to only 4 sampled scenarios. The reduced
instance is presented in Table 4. The optimal solution for the LHS reduced
instance was found in 2.08 seconds, it has a cost of 40 and an overall reliability measure of 4.8. More specifically, the optimal plan assigns orders
{1, 3} to M1 and orders {2, 4, 5} to M2 . The start times for the orders are
[2, 4, 13, 31, 13]. This is the same optimal plan found for the original problem
with 12 scenarios.
We now reduce the number of scenarios to only 2 samples as shown in
Table 5. The optimal solution was found in only 0.72 seconds and also in
this case it corresponds to the same optimal plan described above.
We finally solved the expected value problem in which the random order processing times are replaced with their expected values. The expected
times for processing orders on machine M1 are [10, 7, 11, 8, 12], and on machine M2 they are [14, 9, 16, 9, 16]. The optimal solution for the expected
value problem was found in 0.25 seconds, it has a cost of 40 and an overall
reliability measure of 3.55. More specifically, the optimal plan assigns orders
{1, 3} to M1 and orders {2, 4, 5} to M2 . The start times for the orders are
[2, 4, 12, 32, 16]. This plan is 26.04% less reliable than the previous ones.
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As this simple example demonstrates, the expected value approach to
probabilistic problems may produce solutions which are far from being close
to the optimal solutions, while a sampling approach usually brings benefits
in terms of processing time without sacrificing too much the optimality of
the solution produced.

6.3 An EDP-CP Model for Production Planning/Capital Budgeting
In this section, a production planning problem with an emphasis on capital
budgeting is used to demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed modeling
framework in dealing with uncertainties.
The production planning/capital budgeting problem assumes that there
are n = 7 types of products to be produced, under uncertain demands di , i =
1, ..., 7. Each product can be produced on only one type of machine which is
assigned to this product only. The existing production floor space is A = 50
m2 , in which each machine type requires mi (m = [3, 6, 5, 3, 7, 8, 9]) in m2
per machine of type i. The cost of operating each machine involves two types
of costs: fixed cost fi (f = [40, 75, 62, 39, 53, 19, 38]) and variable production
cost ci . The total production budget is B = $670. The variable production
cost components c1,...,7 are uncertain, taking different values in each world
w1,...,4 (see Table 6). The produced amount of each product depends on
the number of machines used, xi , and the uncertain machine production
rate, ri , is also given in Table 6. Table 6 shows two more uncertain problem
parameters: demand di and selling price pi .
Under these uncertainties, a realistic objective is to determine the most
reliable plan (i.e. how many machines to purchase of each type) that maximizes our chances of meeting our demand constraints as much as possible,
while achieving a specified target profit of T = $40, not exceeding our
budget B, and meeting all space and production constraints. It is assumed
that meeting customer demands and the profit target are equally important
events.
In specific solution/plans, depending on unfolding of uncertainties, the
budget constraint may hold, as well as demand and target profit objectives.
It should be noted that it is not generally possible to find a solution which
always satisfies all the constraints. For that reason, the problem addressed
here is very different from the well-established techniques dealing with uncertainty.
An EDP-CP model of the production planning/capital budgeting problem is shown in Figure 6, where ri xi and min(ri xi , di ) denote the amount
produced and sold, respectively, of product type i ∈ {1, ..., n}, and xi denotes the number of machine used in the production of type i product.
There is only one pre-requisite constraint (the budget constraint) and no
condition constraint.
The optimal solution found is x∗ = [2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 2, 2]. This production
plan gives E{e1 } = 100%, E{e2 } = 0, E{e3 } = 73%, E{e4 } = 0, E{e5 } =
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w
1
2
3
4

Pr
0.16
0.19
0.38
0.27

c1
3
4
5
5

c2
6
4
3
6

w
1
2
3
4

Pr
0.16
0.19
0.38
0.27

p1
8
10
18
22

p2
14
16
22
26

production cost
c3
c4
c5
1
1
6
7
2
4
5
8
7
8
5
5
selling price
p3
p4
p5
4
16
14
18
18
10
14
18
14
26
22
16

c6
10
7
6
3

c7
2
7
10
6

d1
4
7
9
11

d2
7
9
11
13

p6
10
14
16
24

p7
4
14
24
18

r1
2
4
5
9

r2
3
4
5
6

23
demand
d3
d4
d5
2
8
3
9
9
4
12
10
7
17
11
13
production rate
r3
r4
r5
2
1
2
5
2
4
6
3
5
8
4
7

d6
5
7
8
16

d7
2
4
7
13

r6
1
3
5
7

r7
2
6
4
7

Table 6 Problem Data

Maximize:
Pn
1
i=1
2n
PE{ei : min(ri xi , di ) = di }+
1
E{ē : n
i=1 pi min(ri xi , di ) − fi xi − ci ri xi ≥ T }
2
Given that:
P
Dependency(ej ,P n
i=1 (fi + ci ri )xi ≤ B, True), ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Dependency(ē, n
i=1 (fi + ci ri )xi ≤ B, True)
Subject to:
Pn

i=1 mi xi ≤ A
xi ∈ Z0,+

Fig. 6 An EDP-CP model for Production Planning/Capital Budgeting

0, E{e6 } = 38%, E{e7 } = 100%, where event constraint ei denotes the
complete satisfaction of demand for product type i. In this plan the profit
target is achieved E{ē} = 65% of the time.
We also solved the expected value problem in which the random variables
production cost, demand, selling price and production rate are replaced with
their expected values. The expected value data used in the deterministic
problem are given in Table 7.

product type
production cost
demand
selling price
production rate

1
4.49
8.36
15.96
5.41

2
4.48
10.52
20.66
4.76

Table 7 Expected Value Problem Data

3
5.55
11.18
16.40
5.71

4
4.93
9.76
18.76
2.76

5
5.73
7.41
13.78
4.87

6
6.02
9.49
16.82
4.52

7
7.07
7.25
17.28
4.87
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The solution to this resultant deterministic problem is x∗ = [2, 0, 0, 4, 2, 0, 2].
We used this plan in the original probabilistic setting to evaluate the quality
of the expected value solution. The expected value solution gives E{e1 } =
35%, E{e2 } = 0, E{e3 } = 0%, E{e4 } = 0, E{e5 } = 35, E{e6 } = 0%,
E{e7 } = 35%, where event constraint ei denotes the complete satisfaction
of demand for product type i. It is not possible to achieve the profit target
under any scenario using this plan; in other words, E{ē} = 0%.
Also in this case the expected value approach to probabilistic problems
produces a solution which is far from being close to the optimal one.
7 Related works
The EDP-CP framework we present is a generalization of the work of Liu
[20] on dependent-chance programming. Firstly, our notion of constraint
dependency introduces condition constraints in addition to the event and
pre-requisite constraints. It should be noted that constraint dependency
without condition constraints does not guarantee optimal plans since in
certain instances common variables may take values which break the link
between two dependent constraints. Secondly, while a feasible solution in
Liu’s framework satisfies all event constraints, in our framework such a
requirement is relaxed, and this gives the decision-maker more flexibility
in modeling. Finally, while Liu’s work only considers Monte Carlo-based
simulation methods, we propose a complete solution method.
EDP-CP is also related to the probabilistic CSP framework [8]. However,
probabilistic CSP treats all probabilistic constraints uniformly, whereas
EDP-CP distinguishes between event, pre-requisite, condition, and hard
constraints. For instance, in probabilistic CSP, all customer and demand
constraints will be treated in the same way. In a given world, either all
constraints are satisfied or the problem is over-constrained. While finding a
plan that has the highest probability of success is an interesting objective,
our approach answers different questions and achieves different objectives.
It should also be noted that, when all the constraints are deterministic,
our EDP-CP framework is closely related to Partial CSPs [9]. Partial CSPs
can be divided into two main categories: The Minimal Violation Problem
and the Maximal Utility Problem. In the first case the goal is to find a
solution which satisfies as many constraints as possible (e.g. Soft CSPs [4]) or
equivalently to minimise the number of violated constraints. In the Maximal
Utility Problem the objective is to find a partial solution, which violates
none of the constraints where a partial solution is an assignment in which
not all variables are assigned a value. In our approach we also find partial
solutions, but instead of treating all constraints equally we have shown that
we can obtain partial assignments that satisfy as many event constraints
as possible according to the given probability distributions for the random
variables and to the dependencies that have been modeled. Partial CSPs do
not explicitly model high level concepts such as probability distributions,
event, pre-requisite, condition, and hard constraints.
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Another technique addressing constraint problems under uncertainty
is Stochastic Constraint Programming (SCP) [25]. The SCP approach assumes that the constraints are stochastically independent (i.e., there are no
Dependency constraints among them). Thus SCP addresses a completely
different class of stochastic problems.
8 Conclusion
In this paper we propose EDP-CP as a novel modeling framework that helps
decision makers in uncertain environments to realistically model their problems and find reliable solutions. The characteristic features of our modeling
framework can be summarized as follows:
– To better model the uncertainties in real-world problems, we allow the
set of constraints to be either deterministic or probabilistic;
– We move away from classical approaches that treat all constraints uniformly to one that distinguishes between event, pre-requisite, condition,
and hard constraints;
– We introduce the Dependency meta-constraint that allows the modeler to state a problem by explicitly specifying dependency relationships
between event, pre-requisite, and condition constraints;
– In an uncertain environment, it is quite unrealistic to assume that a solution is valid irrespective of the unfolding of the uncertain parameters.
In fact, there is a certain degree of fuzziness associated with each candidate solution. Therefore, in our framework, we view the set of feasible
solutions as probabilistic due to the inherent uncertainties;
– We introduce an event realization measure, which can be used by the
modeler to define solution reliability.
Our future work will extend the proposed framework in various directions, and provide efficient and effective solving methods. Our first steps
will be:
– The development of specialized solution methods for EDC-CP. For instance a specialized global constraint for the Dependency meta-constraint
can be designed.
– In large-scale uncertain problems, the number of worlds can be prohibitively large. We proposed a well-known scenario reduction technique
that may help to reduce the number of scenarios considered. However
we will investigate further ways of reducing the number of world as well
as employing effective decomposition techniques;
– We will look at ways of extending EDP-CP to deal with recourse actions.
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